Get set for Windows
Virtual Desktop
Piksel Group Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) consulting offers

Is your business ready for
Windows Virtual Desktop?
The way we work is changing. With proper planning and
delivery, virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) technology—such
as Microsoft WVD—will form a key part of IT modernisation.
Piksel Group can guide you on a journey to a successful WVD
deployment.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

To prepare, deploy, and optimise
WVD requires expertise. Without the
help of a specialist consultant
partner, this can be a time- and
resource-consuming task.

Our expert-certified Microsoft Azure
and WVD cloud consultants will walk
you through the benefits and
features of each solution, help
create your deployment plan, and
build a tailored proof of value (PoV)
environment.

Our consultancy accelerates your
WVD deployment, saving you time
and resources and enabling your
business to stay connected,
regardless of the location—remote
or on-site—of your workforce.

Piksel Group WVD consultancy
We've developed a variety of consultancy offers—from a free
introductory briefing to a fully functional PoV—to guide you
through your WVD deployment journey.

Discover Window Virtual
Desktop

Develop a deployment
plan

Test the value of Microsoft
WVD

Our free briefing showcases how
WVD can be a key part of your IT
modernisation strategy.

In our two-day workshop, our
team helps you develop a
tailored deployment plan that
best suits your business.

Experience the benefits of WVD
for yourself with a PoV built by our
solution architects.

Piksel Group consulting offers & Microsoft
Windows Virtual Desktop
Our Windows Virtual Desktop consulting offers will help you achieve your business goals via a
structured deployment journey—from initial concept to a fully functioning WVD implementation.

Piksel Group two-hour WVD
briefing

Piksel Group two-day WVD
workshop

Piksel Group WVD proof of
value

Take advantage of a free
introductory briefing on the key
features and benefits of Microsoft
WVD.

Discover the benefits of WVD and
develop a deployment roadmap
with Piksel Group solution
architects.

Experience a full Piksel Group
implementation of WVD tailored to
your needs with a one-month trial.

Customer success: WVD enables
NHS staff to adapt to COVID-19
"Within two weeks of our initial conversation with Piksel Group,
we had a scalable WVD environment and were leveraging
multifactor authentication to provide our healthcare
professionals access to core clinical systems and applications
on-demand, without any barriers." —Mehmet Erhan, NCL
Clinical Commissioning Group, National Health Service
Rapidly deliver a VDI solution at scale
At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, NHS had to quickly adjust the way its
employees worked. WVD made this possible.

Securely scale without limits
NHS no longer needed to procure, configure, and deploy new corporate devices at pace and
scale—a sizeable feat on its own.

Positive user feedback
WVD was a genuine game-changer for NHS users—one with significant potential for further innovation
and even more added value.

Contact us to begin your WVD
journey with Piksel Group
Call for more information: +44 (0)844 863 3600

Ask a question via email: sales@pikselgroup.com
Learn more
See our offer on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace

